
6 TOP REASONS
WHY JAVA DEVELOPERS USE ARTIFACTORY

JFrog Artifactory is the universal repository manager for all of your artifacts: 
dependencies, binaries, and configuration files. Here’s why Java and Kotlin
developers find they can’t do without it.

MAINTAIN A SINGLE
SOURCE OF TRUTH FOR BINARIES01

TRACE DEPENDENCIES
IN EVERY BUILD03

RELIABLE AND CONSISTENT 
ACCESS TO REMOTE ARTIFACTS 02

“If I had to install a Yum repository and a Nuget repository and a Node.js 
npm repository I would’ve had to work with different companies. Just 
being able to do it all in Artifactory, nothing beats that.”
– Consulting Member of Technical Staff, Oracle

Most enterprises use
12 or more
distinct package types

“Imagine a couple thousand developers going through a single 
proxy to be able to access, say, Maven Central. That 
unnecessary traffic is now negated. We're able to  build our 
solutions without going outside of our firewall.”
 – Technology Architect at Kroger

92% of apps
use open source code

“A big bonus for our developers is build metadata – when log4j hit, it 
was the easiest thing to generate a report of what apps had that 
vulnerable dependency, fix it, and we were good to go.”
– DevOps Service Owner, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank

Over 5 million
artifacts

per organization



FULL INTEGRATION
WITH YOUR BUILD ECOSYSTEM04

A UNIVERSAL,END-TO-END 
SOLUTION FOR ALL BINARIES06

PROTECT YOUR SOFTWARE
SUPPLY CHAIN 05

“Our technology choices aren’t ever limited by Artifactory.”
– CI/CD Lead at Monster

“Anything developers will download, install, update or store comes 
from the single source of record. This takes a lot of my worries away, 
because it’s baked into the SDLC. JFrog is secure by default so we 
have full confidence in what we’re distributing.”
– Sr. Manager, FinTech Enterprise

Less than
50% of SRE hours

should be spent
on operations

“We no longer have 20 different DevOps teams doing things in 20 
different ways with 20 different toolsets and processes. Our DevOps 
teams now work in a streamlined, governed and secure way, while 
being hyper productive and agile.”
– Sr. Manager, FinTech Enterprise

Median of
130 security breaches
each year at a typical firm

Over 70%
of the Fortune 500

rely on JFrog

Read more to learn all 12 ways that Artifactory, the binary repository manager at the heart of the 
JFrog DevOps Platform, gives Java developer teams the tools to succeed from end-to-end.

https://tinyurl.com/mmbkh2th 

The JFrog Platform is available at multiple subscription levels for on-prem or as a managed service in the 
cloud. Whether you’re a small development team for internal applications or a global enterprise delivering 

secured software to the edge, JFrog has the right set of solutions for you.


